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MEETINGS
The WW4WDC meets on the 3rd Tuesday of each month at
Wagga RSL Club
Corner Kincaid & Dobbs Streets
Wagga Wagga NSW 2650

Upcoming Club meetings:
Tuesday 15 November
Tuesday 17 January

Commencing 7:30pm

CONTACT US

LIFE MEMBERS

secretary.wagga4wdc@gmail.com

Gil & Margaret MATHEW
George (dec) & Marilyn COCHRANE

www.facebook.com/WaggaWagga4WDClub
www.wagga4wdclub.org
PO Box 5842, Wagga Wagga, NSW, 2650

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
Email us for more information
treasurer.wagga4wdc@gmail.com
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Presidents Update
Announcements
Christmas Party and Awards Night
Club Person of the Year
Christmas Raffle
Activity Reports
Murrumbidgee River Recce
Advanced Driver Training
Forest Hill RAAF Base Museum.
Sponsors
Activity Information Sheets
- Bush Skills Weekend: Southern Tablelands 4WDClub
- Trivia Night at QTA
- Icons of the Vic High Country
- Christmas Party and Awards Night
- Boating, Camping, Caravanning Fishing and 4WDing
- Chainsaw Training
- Basic Driver Training
Membership Form
Calendar

The Wagga Wagga Four Wheel Drive Club (WW4WDC)
was established in January 1978 and is one of the
longest running 4WD clubs in Australia.
Our club is affiliated with Four Wheel Drive NSW & ACT
(the Association of Four Wheel Drive Clubs) and promotes
Tread Lightly and the Code of Ethics of Four Wheel Drive
Australia.
Our clubs Code of Conduct ensures we promote safe and
responsible four wheel driving and a positive approach to
conservation at all times.
Our members have the opportunity to appreciate and
enjoy the outdoors through our many coordinated 4WD
touring adventures, both locally and throughout
Australia, and our regular social activities.

Cover Photo; Advanced Driver Training at QTA; Photo: Scott
Sainsbury
Back Page: Camping at the Advanced Driver Training Course;
Photo: Graham Richter

CLUB SUPPORTERS

Thanks to the following organisations for their
support of our club during the past year

Anaconda
BBQ's Galore
South West Trailers
Tyreworld

PRESIDENTS UPDATE
Hi Folks,
Welcome to the last Trackchat newsletter of 2022.
Continuing our support for the Royal Flying Doctor's Service is
our Christmas raffle. Tickets at $5 or 3 for $10 at our Club
meetings, activities and Christmas Party, where the winners
will be drawn. More details on the poster inside.
Included in this issue are Trip reports from the Murrumbidgee
River Camp ground Recce and recent Advanced Driver Training
weekend.
Next activity coming up is a weekend trip to the Southern
Tablelands 4WD Club training facility near Bredbo. By all
accounts it is a beaut area with interesting tracks and lovely
camping areas. Looking forward to it! Come join us!
Following that is a weekend campout at the QTA with a bit of
a Trivia session thrown in for fun! More details this issue.
The very popular "Icons of the Vic High Country" is fully
booked, and has a last minute change of route as the Dargo
High Plains Road has been closed till the end of December.
More details to come once an alternate route is organised.
Our last activity for the year is our Annual Christmas Party
and Awards Night on Saturday 10th December. A very
enjoyable night.
Big thanks to John Kent and his merry band of Driver Assisted
Facilitators in pulling together a very successful Advanced
Driving Course. 8 participants mastered the course...Chris
Parr, John Mayberry, Susan Schraenkler, Graham Richter, Rob
Rankin, Stephen Oakman, Wozza Urcharct, and Steve Cottom.
A special thanks to Senior Driving Trainer/Assessor with the
NSW/ACT Driver Training Unit Paul Fisher for coming down
from his home in the Central coast and Assess participants.
More detail in the Activity report this issue.

Remember… Rule No.1 is to have fun.
Yours in 4WDing,
Alan Pottie

ANNOUNCEMENTS; Christmas Party and Awards Night

Annual Christmas Party and Awards NIght
Saturday night, 10th December, Happy hour from 6:00 pm, Dinner served at
7:00 pm
Venue is the RSL Club in the room behind Henry's Bistro
Set Menu of 2 courses; 3 roast meats ( Turkey, Pork and Ham ), roast vegies,
gravy, rolls. Dessert: Sticky date pudding, caramel sauce, ice cream. Tea and
coffee: purchase own drinks.
secret Santa presents to the value of $10 - $15
Christmas festive attire encouraged
Club raffle drawn
Presentation of yearly Club Awards, highlighted by Club Person of the Year
COST: $35 - Club will subsidise $15 - members to pay $20 pp. Payment MUST
be made to WW4WDC by 27 November to confirm catering. NO PAYMENT - NO
FOOD! WW4WDC Bank Acc: BSB 325 185 ACC 38701433 Ref: Your name Christmas.
SECRET SANTA: Each person please bring a present to the value of $10 - $15 to
put under the tree (One gift per person). If you do not wish to participate that is
fine. Tickets will be issued to those bringing a gift for a lucky dip from the gifts
supplied. No gift - no ticket.
Nominations for Fun Awards/ Memorable Moments to John Kent
(training.wagga4wdc@gmail.com)
Nominations for Club Person of the Year to The Secretary. Voting at the
November Club meeting.
COVID Restrictions as per Government Health Orders and RSL Club policies will
apply.
DIETRY RESTRICTIONS: Let Brenda Moore know so the caterers can be informed.

ANNOUNCEMENTS; Club Person of the Year Award
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ANNOUNCEMENTS;

Club Name Tags
At club events, members are encouraged to wear a name tag (or a club shirt with
your name embroidered on it). It is nice to know who people are and now that we
have over 90 families in the club it is difficult to know everyone.
Name Tags are available from SPORTS BAR PLUS, Unit 3/1 Riedell St, East Wagga
Wagga.
Cost: $8.80. Colour: Green with white lettering. Size: 76mm x 25mm
John Kent

Men's Health BBQ
The men of our Club are being offered a chat about mental health on Tuesday
22nd November.
Over an informal BBQ at 6.30 pm at Lake Albert's Apex Park, Wellways will be
sharing information surrounding Men's Mental Health and some of the programs
that are available to help.
‘Unboxed’ is a program run by Wellways, based in Wagga Wagga and Griffith,
and will look to support men in our community at risk of ill mental health or who
are at risk of suicide. Unboxed looks to support men who have historically found
it difficult to engage or connect with formal mental health supports within their
community. Unboxed will also look to give men an opportunity to come together
in a safe group environment which will support learning, foster resilience, and
build connections with other men with a lived or living experience of ill mental
health.
Even if you are personally not dealing with Mental Health issues, learning about
available programs may help someone you know.
Please give me call if you can make it or wish to discuss.
Alan Pottie

ACTIVITY; Murrumbidgee River Recce; Sam Millie
Inspired by John Kent's Murrumbidgee River
Reserves Recce in 2021 from Wagga to
Narrandera, this time Sam Millie organised
the Murrumbidgee River Reserves Recce day
trip from Wagga to Gundagai and return.
Based on the guide book "Fishing and
Camping Murrumbidgee River Gundagai to
Narrandera" by Jamin Forbes and Martin
Asmus, the day trip took us to the river
reserves along the south side of the river from
Wagga to Gundagai, then back to Wagga
along the north side of the river.
We gathered on a Saturday morning in the
Anaconda carpark and completed our safety
briefing just as the rain started to fall. Keen
trip participants were Scott, Kel, Jim, John K,
Bill, Anne, John M, Anthony, Graham, Grant,
Joanne, Kev, Madlin and Tony. Among other
things, one of the day’s aims was to get home
in time to watch the Sydney Swans versus
Collingwood afternoon preliminary final on
TV.
As expected, the river reserves were wet and
muddy and it was a good day to embrace the
mud. Immediately on leaving the Anaconda
carpark we turned left off the Sturt Highway
along Gillard Road to do a loop of the
Orange Tree Point Reserve (#1) where the
Murrumbidgee River had only recently
receded after high water levels. We then
travelled to and toured the Brick Kiln Reserve
(#2), or Eunony Bridge reserve. Those bold
enough did a lap of the big mud puddle on
the western part of the reserve. We then
crossed over to the eastern part of the reserve
via Eunony Bridge Road as the connecting
track under Eunony Bridge was flooded and
treacherous.

ACTIVITY; Murrumbidgee River Recce; Sam Millie ( cont )
Next stop was Ten Chain Reserve (#3) at
Gumly Gumly but was inaccessible due to
deep rut holes filled with water. There is a
convenient boat ramp at this reserve. The
convoy then drove on to Braehour Reserve
(#4) in Forest Hill at the end of Braehour
Road. On the way we passed the mansion on
the South Tahara Park property which has
fourteen bedrooms and sold for $12m in
2009, which Scott shared that he worked on
the electricals during construction in the
1990s.
This reserve had a very tricky steep and
slippery hill that we all had a good go to get
up. After this we were heading out of town,
with a few commenting that they were
surprised there were so many reserves right
on our doorstep.
We bypassed the Shanty Reserve as most
members are familiar with this spot, and on
our way to the next reserve, detoured along
Wokalena Road and past the archery club.
This stretch used to be the old Sturt Highway
and was bypassed after the Guys Hill
Deviation opened to traffic in 1971.
Turning off the Sturt Highway after
Borambola Winery we followed Windamarra
Road on our way to the Greens Flat Reserve
(#5), or McGeogh’s. At the intersection with
Yabtree Road we went straight past the turn
to the reserve and up the hill to park for
morning tea with an impressive vista over the
south west slopes and a nice photo
opportunity.
The dogs on the trip also got to stretch their
legs and check out the nearby cattle. After
smoko we arrived at the reserve, opened the
gate and drove along an overgrown track
that had seen little use in recent years.

The actual river frontage was inaccessible
due to ponded water blocking the track but
there was another challenging little steep
muddy descent to test our vehicles and
skills. With a large fallen log at the base of
the hill, and hill descent ineffective as
vehicles would slide down, only a few
dared to negotiate the track down. Those
that did then drove another nearby ascent
to get back up. No new dints so a
successful down and up from all attempts,
and we were on our way again. A big
thanks to Anne for handling the days gate
closings along the whole trip after John M
kindly volunteered to be Tail-End-Charlie.

ACTIVITY; Murrumbidgee River Recce; Sam Millie (cont)
Back out along the Sturt Highway then
turning onto Mundarlo Road and along the
Old Hume Hwy, we drove past Patons South
Reserve (#6) without stopping because it’s
turn off is between a gap in granite boulders
via a concealed entrance that was too unsafe
for the convoy to access. We then made a
quick crossing of the Murrumbidgee River over
the Tenandra Road low level bridge, along
River Road then Worldon Lane past a farmers
house (almost through his front yard) and
into Patons North Reserve (#7). Unfortunately
the creek across the entrance track was too
high to go through so this was also a bust –
but definitely worth another look at another
time (if you can brave the farmer’s dirty looks
as you navigate through his front yard).
Going back across the river onto the Old
Hume Hwy we travelled 8km to the entrance
gate to Lime Kiln Reserve (#8). This was an
expansive reserve with several hundred
metres of clear clean river frontage that John
K and Scott thought would make a great
future camping spot. We parked at the top of
a high rock outcrop and took in more majestic
views over the river. Travelling 25km to
Gundagai we drove past the South Gundagai
boat ramp reserve (#9) and stopped at the
Showgrounds Reserve (#10) under the historic
1865 Prince Alfred Bridge in Gundagai. The
old timber road bridge spans across the
floodplain had recently been demolished as
they were at risk of collapsing. It was a
relaxing place for lunch and Scott shared
some meat free sausage rolls which had a
unique taste. Madlin and Tony departed the
group here to head back home, while the rest
of us continued back to Wagga along the
north side of the river.
We drove through some small reserves just
outside of Gundagai then headed for
Wantabadgery. We visited Sandy Beach
Reserve (#11) on the way which had just reopened after being flooded

The next stop was to view “The Hero of
Wantabdgery” memorial in Jewnee Street
Wantabadgery which pays tribute to
policeman Edward Mostyn Webb-Bowen
mortally wounded by bushrangers in
1879.
Also
in
town
was
the
Wantabadgery TSR Reserve (#12) via
McDonalds Lane which was blocked by
flooding.
On the home stretch we visited Oura
Beach Reserve (#13). A short distance
from Oura was Smiths Reserve (#14)
which had muddy ruts that gave us the
last real mud challenge of the day. Back
in Wagga we drove around Wilkes Park
Reserve (#15) and ended our day trip in
time to watch Swans beat the Pies.
Thanks to all those who braved the mud,
and hopefully your car washing went
well.
Sam

ACTIVITY; Murrumbidgee River Recce; Sam Millie ( cont )

WHAT'S WITH OUR WEATHER?: WEATHER; John Kent
For those of you who think it has been a bit wet lately, you are right, but what’s
driving it?
The following is my understanding of the information published by the Bureau of
Meterology. Without going into too much detail, there are four major
meteorological influences driving our weather.
Everyone talks about La Nina in the Pacific which warms the western Pacific Ocean
which feeds moisture down from the tropics and Coral Sea bringing rain to the
coast and creating more cyclones etc. Also, this year the wind this year has blown
harder from the east over a relatively warm Tasman Sea, full of moisture and
potential rain. Combined this brought the flood rains to the coast. Every 1 degree
rise in temperature results in 7% more moisture in the air.
Then there is the Indian Ocean Dipole which is similar in the Indian Ocean. The
current negative IOD is warming the waters to the northwest of Australia and
feeding tropical moisture down into the continent. In the Riverina our heaviest
rains come across the continent from the northwest as we have seen.
In addition to this, across the equator to the north of Australia, the MJO (MaddenJulian Oscillation) is in our region. This instability circulates the equator and draws
moisture into the monsoon and tropical Australia and results in more cyclones.
Recently there has been a low pressure trough (typical of summer not spring)
sitting across northern Australia and we are seeing an early start to the wet
season in the tropics with early storms and record rains in the northwest. QLD has
also had massive out of season rains (up to 500mm in a couple of days in SE QLD)
… and the wet season does not normally until summer!
The fourth driver is in the Southern Ocean where there is the SAM (the Southern
Annular Mode) which at the moment is in a strong positive phase which increases
onshore flow and moisture. This is the result of a strong polar vortex which moves
westerly winds further south towards the Antarctic. Less westerly winds can lead
to increased rain in south-eastern Australia because more weather-bearing
systems from the ocean can move over the land and cause wetter weather than
usual over south-eastern Australia
The polar vortex is currently forecast to be stronger and colder than normal
(although a sudden weakening is about to bring cold polar air our way). The SAM is
interacting with all the tropical moisture coming down as a result of the La Nina,
IOC and MJO. Interestingly during the black summer fires there was a strong
negative SAM driving the strong hot, dry westerly winds across the continent (i.e
the westerlies were further north).

WHAT'S WITH OUR WEATHER?: WEATHER; John Kent ( cont )

With four climate drivers in strong wet phases at the same time, no wonder it is
wet. If that is not bad enough, it also appears the black summer bushfires were
so intense that millions of tonnes of smoke were injected up to 35km into the sky,
high into the stratosphere.
This has moved towards Antarctica where it is affecting the Ozone layer and
strengthening the Polar Vortex (and SAM) – they are all linked. PLUS, when the
Tongan Volcano Hunga-Tonga-Hunga-Ha'apai erupted it produced the largest
atmospheric explosion in recorded history.
The volcano, which was partially underwater, blasted 146 million tonnes of
water vapour to a height of 56km, well into the stratosphere. It is possible that
this is feeding into it all as well because there is now extra water in the
stratosphere that's normally very dry.
There is no sign of the current weather patterns shifting to a normal summer
pattern. Let’s keep our fingers crossed.
I have included in this newsletter a table of Murrumbidgee R flood peaks at
Wagga Wagga. It makes very interesting reading.
John Kent

WHAT'S WITH OUR WEATHER?: WEATHER; John Kent ( cont )

ADVANCED DRIVER TRAINING: Rob Rankin
I watched the weather reports closely for the
preceeding week, and it wasn’t looking great.
I arrived, coffee in hand, with the clouds
closing in and rain imminent.Thankfully, John
Kent and his team worked their magic and
while it did rain on the Saturday, we were
undercover and out of the elements. Saturday
night delivered no rain, and by Sunday
afternoon the concerns had turned to
sunburn!
The training commenced with a lot of theory,
all of which was a great re-enforcement of
prior learnings, but there was also a lot of
information that was new and great to learn.
Content included learning about our vehicles;
how they worked and specifically how a
transmission worked and how the associated
wheel spin and diff wind-up worked and
occurred. Onto how and when to engage
4WD, low range, and all those new buttons
and what they did and how they worked (DAC
was a particular topic that came up many
times over the weekend, more on that later).
Some further re-enforcement on the basics
(approach, ramp over and departure angles;
the importance of tyre pressures, etc.), and
then we hit the tracks to turn theory into
practice.We split into pairs and took turns
trying the various mud holes, mounds,
ascents and descents, all under the watchful
eyes of strategically placed Daffys.
After half an hour or so of various obstacles, I
found myself the receipt of a winched rescue
when I couldn’t ascend a slope and reversing
down was putting my Prado in a potential
roll-over situation. While I sat there in
shame, the other students were all called
over to witness an actual recovery (which
went flawlessly) so I temporarily claimed the
“Teachers Assistant” award (only to lose it
next day).

ADVANCED DRIVER TRAINING: Rob Rankin (cont)

We learnt how DAC could be adjust to control
descent speed, and additionally how DAC
could be used when reversing down a slope
using the break and accelerator in tandem to
control the descent safely, this was a
revelation to many of us.dly, the trip

After lunch we moved to some winching
whereby various scenarios were set-up and
we were required to come up with the safest
recovery solution following the recovery
hierarchy. This included calculating the
winching loads based on the ground
condition, angle, and vehicle weight. We then
engaged several recoveries based on single
line pulls, double line pulls, “slingshot”
recovery, and finally learnt how to secure a
winch extension strap to a tree without by
simply wrapping it around the tree in
overlapping layers (6 of) and they tying off
with a simple knot (3 of).
Amazing to see how friction was being used to
secure an anchor point.Eventually all
scenarios were overcome as the rain settled
in, but the mozzies were becoming
unbearable, though Bushmans was to the
rescue very quickly.
After completing some of the theory
assessment work, we then retired to the
campfire for an evening of stories, drinks and
laughs; we even had stars appear.

ADVANCED DRIVER TRAINING: Rob Rankin (cont)

We awoke to a beautiful Sunday morning,
after a great nights sleep. Straight into
practical work this morning, with a quick drive
down to the Shanty(?) Reserve where we
again put into practice the previous days
theory, with some short and sometimes
challenging sand tracks driven both ways. We
of course first conducted the obligatory risk
assessment.
Here we got to see a modern day 4WD put
into “dinosaur” mode complete with road
tyres. The vehicle was stuck pretty quickly and
as a team we discussed the recovery options
and the possible solutions. Maxtrax were
deployed, a small amount of track building
done, and changes to vehicles settings
employed. It was amazing to see how easily
the vehicle then made the top of the dune
after initially being totally stuck.

Onto some muddy holes for a simulated river
crossing. Again a quick risk assessment
including Scott “volunteering” to walk the
crossing (well he was wearing gumboots).
Onto the next water crossing for a
demonstration on how to apply a “water
bra”, before a quick trip over and back.
Returning to the first crossing saw our second
real recovery of the weekend
.

ADVANCED DRIVER TRAINING: Rob Rankin (cont)

A vehicle became stuck after listing
sideways, and it was great to see just how
quickly the greater team sprung into action.
Within a couple of minutes a recovery had
been completed with a small amount of
water entering the car, nothing the day’s
sunshine and a bit of car freshener won’t fix
(and maybe a small detail).
To me this demonstrated the importance of
joining a club with this sort of training, it was
second nature to jump in and help.
Back to the quarry for lunch, then the
afternoon was spending conducting tyre
repairs, learning how to break beads, and
then how to fit snow chains. The session on
jacking was very informative and I know I
learnt a lot about the different types of
jacks, how best to position then, safety
considerations, and most interestingly how a
hi-lift jack works and how to use one. I
might even have to invest in one (don’t tell
the missus).
All in all a great weekend, the training was
great with so much learnt. A huge thanks to
John and Paul for conducting the training,
the various club members who conducted
various demonstrations, and to the Daffy’s
for their advice and guidance.
Rob Rankin

ADVANCED DRIVER TRAINING: John Kent & participants
Thank you to our great team of trainers for all the excellent knowledge and skills
contributed to our recent very successful advanced driver training course. Our club
is very fortunate to have such a dedicated and enthusiastic resource. Thank you
also to Paul Fisher for making the trek to Wagga to assist us and to play the role
of mentor and independent assessor. Paul is the Head Instructor for Getabout
Training and the 4WD Association’s Driver Training Unit.
I was most impressed by the enthusiasm and teamwork of our 8 participants over
the weekend. We took them out of their comfort zone on many occasions and they
came through with flying colours as they tackled the ever more complex scenarios
we threw at them. Have a talk to Rob Rankin – he put it all into practice for real
the day after the course when he lead a complex recovery of a bogged 4WD –
three hours of work!.
Thanks all for a great weekend. It makes my job so much easier.
Feedback from participants;“Thankyou for all your hard work organising the training, the Daffys for their help
and guidance. It was good to spend the weekend with a great bunch of people.
Well done to all”.
“My Brother In Law got bogged yesterday afternoon, so I have been able to put
some of the theory into practice straight away!! A huge thanks to you for
organising the training, it ran very smoothly and you even managed to sort out the
weather. Great bunch of fellow trainees and Daffys to top it all off”.
“A great weekend that was well organised and a bunch of great information and
practical experience”.
“It is a pleasure to learn from people with such obvious knowledge, skills and
practical experience”.
“The effort undertaken, in such good spirit of trainers, DAFies and fellow club
members makes you feel privileged to participate. The epitome of a true club
environment”.
I too wanted to say what a great training weekend we had and with such good
company
The training does give you that bit more confidence to know what is happening and
how to go about it.
“I certainly experienced this club unity and morale with our real required
recoveries. In the stress of the moment it is so reassuring seeing the knowledge put
into action. A Big THANK YOU to you all for your help in getting me out of a watery
situation, truly appreciated. Looking forward to more great club trips down the
track”

SPONSORS

Thank you to our local sponsors for supporting our club and our members.

RAAF BASE HERITAGE CENTRE: John Kent

Congratulations to Wazza Urquhart for leading an excellent visit to the Forest Hill
RAAF Heritage Centre. It was Wazza’s first activity that he has led for the club – all
because he “won” the Trip Lotto draw when his name was pulled out of the hat to
lead an activity in October.
A dozen of us fronted up to the Base to have a look at the planes and other
interesting things on display as well as a look at the very good exhibits in the
centre itself. I have lived in Wagga for many years and there were many things I
did not know, including just how many RAAF air bases (mostly training) there were
in the Riverina during World War 2, and how many famous people did there
training here, including a few VC winners and John Gorton (ex Prime Minister).
Wazza gave us a very interesting overview of each plane and it’s history, and his
first hand experiences of their foibles and working on them at various RAAF bases
including Butterworth, Malaysia. He has a particular soft spot for the Mirage.
If you have not made the effort to have a close look at the heritage displays and
the fantastic mural on the water tank, I highly recommend it.
Following our visit to Forest Hill, eight of us had a nice country drive to Uranquinty
via Big Springs and O’brien Creek Rd for a very pleasant lunch at the Uraquinty
Pub.
Thanks Wazza for a great morning. We look forward to your next trip.
John Kent

RAAF BASE HERITAGE CENTRE: John Kent (cont )

DRIVER ASSISTED FACILITATOR TRAINING; Goulburn 5th November

John Kent and his Merry Band of Driver Assisted Facilitators (DAF's); Grant
Gablonsky, Scott Sainsbury, John Mayberry, Ian Davidson, Jason Hussey, Steve
Cottam, Paul KIngdom, Graham McKenzie and Alan Pottie set off to a one day
"Train the Trainer" session run by the NSW/ACT Driver Training Unit" (DTU ).
An excellent day was enjoyed with 25 or so other DAF's from around the Southern
Region. All aspects of Basic Driver Training were covered to allow Club DAF's to
better assist new members who are keen to learn how to achieve their 4Wding
ambitions.
The goal is to give Clubs better access to consistent, safe and useful advice,
without necessarily attending accredited courses, by upskilling in-house club
members.
Thanks very much John Kent for liaising with the DTU to make this training
available to the Club.
Alan
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